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The purpose of this thesis was to find out what procedures are needed to import 
raw wood from Russia to Finland. The goal was to possibly develop the existing 
procedures for both Customs’ employees and clients. One of the authors is cur-
rently working and pursuing a career in Finnish Customs.  

The information for this thesis was gathered mostly on the Internet because it 
was such a recent topic and only updated information could be used. The used 
literature was Customs’ codex and legislation books. Furthermore, the inside 
information from the Customs was an important asset.  

The research was done by a questionnaire that was handed personally to the 
randomly picked sample group. Contrary to expectations, the sample group was 
small itself and only half of them ended up responding which weakened the va-
lidity of the research. 

Keywords: import, raw wood, clearance procedures, taxation, legislation, the 
EU, Russia  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The main reason for choosing this topic was due to the fact that one of the au-

thors is currently working at one of the Custom Districts of Finland. Further-

more, it is a topic that is interesting as well as benefits Customs itself.  The em-

ployer has specifically asked to research this particular topic. 

 

It is often discussed how to make things easier from a customer’s point of view 

but a fact remains that, what is easier for the employees is also beneficial to the 

customer. With this in mind, researching the issue is important in order to see it 

from the employee’s perspective.  

 

1.2 Exact objectives and delimitations 

The purpose of this thesis is to research how to improve the importing proce-

dures with Russia to increase importing to Finland. The thesis also aims to ease 

the workload off the Customs’ employees with possibly simpler procedures. 

This thesis focuses only on the Russian raw wood importing to Finland. 
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1.3 Theoretical framework 

                      

Picture 1. Theoretical framework of the thesis. 

 

1.4 Research method 

The research method that is used in the thesis is qualitative research that is 

conducted by a questionnaire sent to the personnel of Nuijamaa Customs. The 

data is analyzed by the authors of the thesis.  
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1.5 General information about Finnish Customs 

Customs’ department existence and operations are based on the law. The law 

on Customs Service defines customs department duties. The National Board of 

Customs and its subordinate Regional Board, five customs Districts (Southern, 

Eastern, Western, Northern and Åland Islands) and customs laboratory form a 

Customs Department. It is a central bureau of the Ministry of Treasury and it 

was established in 1812. 

 

Finnish Customs monitor legal and uncover illegal flow of goods, and targets to 

national and international lay down tax and trade policies, as well as other 

measures. Customs is a service and law enforcement organization that ensures 

the smooth functioning of the internal market and collects all the necessary tax-

es, fees and tariffs. It promotes the legal foreign trade and ensures that provi-

sions are obeyed. Moreover, it protects society by preventing narcotics and oth-

er dangerous substance smuggling and financial crimes. 

 

Finnish Customs is a part of European Union Customs System and it cooper-

ates with the business sector as well as with national and international   authori-

ties. The custom’s main duties are taxation, foreign trade maintenance and pro-

tection of society. It manages collection of the taxes, fees and tariffs for Finnish 

State and the European Union. Therefore, it also participates in preparation of 

customs legislation. 

 

Foreign trade duties, customs, takes care of the implementation of the EU's 

common trade policy and participates in customs activities in the preparation of 

the provisions both in Finland and in the EU and WCO (World Customs Organi-

zation). 

 

Customs protects society and its citizens by running the import controls on 

foods and consumer goods and preventing the import and export prohibited 

items and substances. Moreover, it also fights against national and international 

criminality with other authorities. (Tullilippu 2011). 
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2 Russia as an importer 

2.1 Russian economy in general 

Russia is in terms of gross domestic product among the world’s one of ten larg-

est economies. The country’s economy grew during the 2000s first decade rap-

idly. Growth was supported notably by raw oil, and the world market prices of 

metals increased tremendously. At some point Russia rose up to become the 

world’s largest oil producer. After 4-5 percent of growth in Russia’s economy it 

started to decline and in 2013 the economic growth was only 2 percent. Accord-

ing to the Bank of Finland (BOF) the forecast for Russia’s GDP in 2014 - 2016 

will not grow much because of the crisis in Ukraine that increases uncertainty 

among private investors. Economy will recover gradually with the world’s econ-

omy and trade growth even though the price of oil is still expected to decline.  

Russia’s largest processing industries are manufactures of petroleum products, 

steel, food, vehicles and chemical industries. The growth sector has included 

petroleum products, manufactures of medicine products and paper.  

The service sector’s share from GDP has increased 60 percent. Its growth sec-

tor includes retail, the finance sector, telecommunication and property business. 

What comes to production development, the agenda that has been raised is the 

diversification of the economy and modernization of the industry.  

Russia imports significantly machinery and equipment, iron metals, consumer 

products, cars, food, medicine, cloths, shoes and furniture. Export includes raw 

oil, other petroleum products and natural gas. The share of these is two thirds of 

the whole export. Other noteworthy export goods are ore and minerals, machin-

ery and equipment, iron, steel, food, agricultural products and mineral fertilizers. 

(SVKK 2015a.) 

Along with Germany and Sweden, Russia is a very important trading partner for 

Finland. Its significance to Finland has grown whereas other European coun-

tries’ import demand has decreased. In 2012 trade between Russia and Finland 

was worth 16.2 billion euros of which import was 10.6 billion euros. 

(Ulkoasiainministeriö 2015a.) 
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2.2 Russia and the World Trade Organization 

Russia is committed to several international trade agreements, and in practice it 

has customs agreement with all the western countries. Therefore, it means that 

the goods which are imported to Russia are under the most favored nation 

treatment and basic customs fees are charged based on Russian Customs Tar-

iff. Countries that do not have trade agreements with Russia are charged with 

double customs fees.  

In 2009 Russia informed the World Trade Organization of ending direct mem-

bership negotiations and continuing negotiations of Russia, Belarus and Ka-

zakhstan to establish their own customs union and with this intentioned of being 

a new WTO member.  A customs union between the three countries came into 

force in early 2010. In this case, border controls were eliminated between Rus-

sia and Belarus, within certain limits, and customs clearance of goods produced 

in the customs union member states would be abandoned. Obviously, the cus-

toms border between Russia and Kazakhstan was removed, which means that 

the customs clearance was moved permanently to the external border. This 

customs union might have been a delay for Russia to get a WTO membership. 

In Russia, the customs policy is held as a tool for improving the internal and 

global competitiveness development. The duty of the customs policy is to pro-

mote the modernization of the industrial production with foreign advanced tech-

nology, to increase the productive cooperation between Russian and foreign 

companies, as well as to transfer the operations of global companies to Russia 

and protect the domestic market. The main participants in the preparation of 

Russia's trade policy are the Board of Economic Development and Ministry of 

Industry and Trade Ministry.  

The importance of income from forest industry exports is very small in the Rus-

sian budget. In exports, the share of raw oil, natural gas and petroleum products 

is 98 percent and the forest industry includes only the remaining two percent. 

Exports cover a fifth of Russia’s budget revenues. Despite of the low level of 

importance of the forest sector, in particular exports of round wood have be-

come a major topic of political debate and it has had an impact on the prepara-
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tion of the development plan for the sector (Jutila, Karvinen, Leinonen & Välkky 

2010). 

In August 2012 Russia joined the WTO. The reduction of customs duties should 

have improved access to more affordable raw wood material from Russia and 

Finnish companies’ position in the Russian market. However, the membership 

was not the expressway to easy wood supply. 

According to Sari Karvinen of Metla (Metsätutkimuslaitos - The Natural Re-

sources Institute), the membership had a positive impact immediately but the 

specific changes have not been very visible. Although import duties are already 

partly decreased and savings can be seen, there have been some negative fea-

tures too (Liikanen 2013). 

According to the authors, even though Russia’s export duties decreased for raw 

wood material, duties for pulp goods increased instead.   

As it has been mentioned before, Russia is very aggressive when it comes to 

the protection of its domestic market, even now as a WTO member. The Rus-

sians may still develop protective tariffs instead of customs duties. A particular 

concern is small and medium enterprises which operate mainly in the internal 

market. The competitiveness of large enterprises is expected to remain better 

and they are also expected to benefit in the long-term from the market opening 

(Liikanen 2013). 

2.3 Raw wood 

Round wood imported from Russia that is a share of Finnish forest industry’s 

wood supply increased in the first decade of the 2000s up to one-fifth. A new 

record was made in 2005 when about 17 million cubic meters of round wood 

was imported from Russia. The Russian import wood, especially supply of birch 

pulpwood has been in most significant role to the pulp and paper industry. The 

share of Russian birch pulpwood was at the best more than half of Finland’s 

total annual use of birch pulpwood. (Jutila et al. 2010.) 

A considerable part of Russian forest exports has been unprocessed raw wood, 

some of which has been imported back to the Russian market in form of expen-
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sive goods. To stop this unfavorable development Russia has introduced grad-

ually rising export duties on round timber. The target of this is to stop the export 

of raw wood completely and at the same time force foreign companies to invest 

into processing raw wood in Russia.  

At first the actual increase of export duties on round wood was enough to con-

vince foreign buyers of how serious Russia is about reducing buyers’ depend-

ence on Russian raw wood. By far, the most export of round wood has come 

from Russia’s European part of the region to Finland. According to Russian sta-

tistics, export to Finland in 2007 was 10.1 million cubic meters of round wood. 

(Jutila 2010).  

According to the authors, Russia does not want to export round wood because 

they want foreign companies to invest money in the Russian forest sector, in 

order to control the whole production system, either in the timber or pulp and 

paper industry. As it was mentioned before, through active export duty policy, 

Russia is protecting its own production and domestic market. This is why Rus-

sia stopped negotiations with the WTO in 2009, and therefore keeps control 

over export duties. 

Fuel wood, wood chips, sawdust, pellets and wood waste are according to Rus-

sian legislation either without export duties or the duties are relatively low. After 

the increase of export duties for round wood there has been a significant in-

crease for the other forms of wood products in Finland (Jutila et al. 2010). 

2.4 Impact of the Russian customs policy 

Russia has succeeded to destabilize the foreign wood buyers’ confidence in the 

availability of Russian raw wood material by having raised round wood’s export 

duties and other raw timber exports. 

Finally when it seemed obvious that the round wood export duties would come 

into force at the end of first decade of the 2000s, the Finnish forest industry had 

to adapt to the new situation. The main important adjustment measure was to 

cut the forest industry production and strengthen domestic wood sourcing. 

Moreover, timber imports from other countries such as Latvia, Sweden and Bel-
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arus have increased. As a result of round wood export duties, other forms of 

raw wood like wood chips, sawdust and various types of waste wood were even 

more imported to Finland from Russia. Moreover, this also reflected on the in-

crease of timber and plywood imports from Russia to Finland (Jutila et al. 2010). 

2.5 Wood clearance locations and export procedures 

In 2007 Russian Customs’ organization decided to reduce clearance locations 

for raw wood. This decision entered into force in March 2008. Main reasons for 

the reduction of customs clearance locations may have been political. 

From the Finnish point of view, it is more difficult to export wood to Russia. The 

decision was just a continuation to the previous decisions that were headed to 

the same direction. The first round wood export duties came into force in early 

1998, and after that they have been increased several times in the 2000s. In 

addition to export duties, efforts have been made to slow down wood exports by 

impending new phytosanitary certificate (discussed further in chapter 3.8.1) 

granting regulations for conifer in 2005. In addition, Russian authorities’ im-

posed fees for oversized and overweight vehicles have increased exports of 

timber from licensing bureaucracy that has increased Finnish timber transport-

ers’ costs and wood transportation costs in general, which has caused the tran-

sition to Russian operators (Jutila et al. 2010). 

2.6 Russian forest sector in general 

Russia is the superpower when it comes to forest resources and its forest sec-

tor development has great impact on international forestry. Russia’s forest re-

sources cover almost a quarter of the world’s forests by volume and about one-

fifth of the whole forest area. Its forest assets consist mainly of conifers, the 

share of which is roughly half the size of the earth’s conifers. However, its forest 

resources have so far remained largely an unexploited opportunity for the forest 

sector in world trade. The industry’s problems have been the competitiveness 

and the use of low degree production facilities as well as the lack of new in-

vestment in the forest sector, particularly in the pulp and paper industry. (Jutila 

2010).  
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2.7 Trends of the forest industry in 2002-2015 

From the perspective of international trade, the most interesting part is the for-

eign trade policy and Russia’s membership in the World Trade Organization 

(WTO). 

According to the program, the overall objective of the forest industry is the 

world’s economy integration and strengthening the domestic suppliers’ market 

position of wood and paper products in the market.  

The Customs’ regulation levels are designed to support high processed wood 

and paper industry, the export of products and to protect domestic production in 

the domestic market. The support for highly-processed forest export products 

through Customs’ policies seems like an unusual solution. Export cannot be 

promoted in any way by a one-sided customs policy.  

In this case, the question is probably about anticipation of future raw timber ex-

port duties, making the customs policy of round wood exports unprofitable and 

thus promoting the export of forest products. By decreasing the Customs duties, 

it increases the import of forestry industrial equipment not produced in Russia. 

According to the program, Russia in principle takes a positive attitude of the 

WTO equal membership. The advantages of joining the WTO are an offer for 

equal opportunities in world trade, improvement of investment conditions and 

uniforming of the wood and paper industry products by implementing technical 

standards. On the other hand, joining the WTO might engage the effort to make 

a variety of measures to protect the domestic production. (Jutila 2010). 

2.8 Implementation of the program in 2002-2015 

The implementation of the forest industry development program is divided into 

three phases. The first phase (2002-2005) had to be carried out in support of 

investment conditions in legislative reforms, to promote the importation of a re-

placement production and implementing an effective domestic customs policy in 

order to protect domestic production and support exports. 
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In the second phase (2006-2010), it was planned to thoroughly renew produc-

tion capacity in order to reduce resource consumption and improve product 

quality. In addition, raw material in the landlocked low-cost forest areas is opti-

mally utilized in production.  

In the third phase (2011-2015) it was intended to boost production in a balanced 

way within all the forested areas and to expand production through the introduc-

tion of new capacity as well as chemical and mechanical wood processing. Also 

planned at this stage of development was the infrastructure in forested areas 

where timber is hard to reach (Jutila 2010). 

According to the authors, global free trade and global companies are seen as a 

threat rather than an opportunity. Genuine domestic production is protected 

from global competition; therefore at the same time wrong kind of domestic pro-

duction is prevented from existing.  

 

Picture 2. Trade between Finland and Russia between 2004-2014 (Tulli 2015) 
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Picture 3. Wood imports in October 2014 and between January – October 2014 

(Luke 2015) 

2.9 EU sanctions 

International sanctions mean the limitation or suspension of economic and trade 

cooperation, e.g. transport and communication links or limitation or suspension 

of diplomatic relations with a specific country or specific groups. 

The purpose of sanctions is part of other external policy actions that affect an-

other country or group of people to engage in policy or activity which is consid-

ered as a threat to international peace and security. 

Following the incident in Ukraine and Crimea, the EU has introduced restrictive 

measures on several grounds for Russia. The list of a few sanctions is outlined 

shortly below.  

1. Restrictions on capital market  Council Regulations prohibited 

from participating (since August 2014) certain major Russian 

state-owned financial institutions as well as certain military indus-

change

Wood species October 2014 January - October 2014 January - October 2014/2013

quantity value single value quantity value single value quantity value single value

1000 m³ million € €/m³ 1000 m³ million € €/m³ % % %

OVERALL 101 6  - 1124 75  - 2 -7  -

RAW WOOD 70 6  - 904 68  - 0 -5  -

Softwood 46 3 64,3 625 43 68,9 1 -3 -4

Pine 37 2 68,3 522 38 72,3 -4 -7 -3

   pine log 19 1 51,3 303 16 53,0 6 4 -2

   other 17 2 87,3 219 22 99,0 -15 -14 1

Spruce 9 0 45,8 96 5 51,4 40 39 -1

   spruce log 0 0 53,8 21 1 62,5 200 235 12

   other 9 0 45,6 74 4 48,2 22 15 -6

Other softwood 0 0 638,6 7 0 55,0 16 30 12

   other softwood log  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

   other 0 0 638,6 7 0 55,0 16 30 12

Hardwood  - 0  - 11 1 56,3 -43 -36 11

Birch  -  -  11 1 55,4 -43 -35 13

   birch log  -  -  - 0 0 82,6 109 -16 -60

   other  -  -  - 10 1 54,4 -44 -36 14

Other hardwood  - 0  - 0 0 1843,1 -88 -67 179

Firewood 4 0 39,2 105 4 36,0 16 26 9

Woodchip 16 1 52,9 122 6 49,1 -2 6 8

Saturated wood 4 2 381,2 42 14 343 -21 -18 3

WASTE WOOD 31 0 12,0 221 7 31 11 -23 -31

Pellet 2 0 130,9 38 6 148,7 -25 -28 -3

Other waste wood 29 0 3,6 182 1 6,3 24 7 -14

*Other includes round wood that does not meet the quality requirements of log trees (such as pulpwood and special wood species)

Source: Customs; Luonnonvarakeskus
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tries or Russian finance companies operating in the oil sector 

(since September 2014). 

 

2. Export and import of military equipment  Council decision pro-

hibits the export of military equipment to Russia and imports from 

Russia. The ban also applies to the manufacture of such products 

and technical maintenance related services, brokerage services 

and military activities and related services offered to Russia or for 

their use. Also, financing and financial assistance related to mili-

tary equipment is prohibited. 

 

3. Dual-use export restriction  Council Regulation prohibits the ex-

port of dual-use items and technology to Russia. They are or may 

be partly used for military purposes or are made for military end-

users. It is also prohibited to sell them for companies that produce 

products for civilian or military purposes. Moreover, technical as-

sistance and brokering services as well as financial services are 

prohibited if they are related to military use (since September 

2014). 

 

4. Export restrictions relating to oil exploration and oil production  

Council Regulation entered into force in August 2014 prohibiting 

the export to Russia of certain products that might be used for oil 

exploration and oil production. The prohibition applies to any sep-

arately listed technology products the end-use of which might be 

in the following project:  

 

1) Deep-sea oil exploration and production,  

2) Arctic oil exploration and production, 

3) Shale oil. (Ulkoasianministeriö 2015b). 

Restrictions listed above are used to undermine Russia’s actions due to the sit-

uation in Ukraine. Also other restrictive measures have been imposed due to 

the illegal connection of Crimea and Sevastopol and therefore the list is end-
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less. Sanctions also include assets freeze, travel bans and some legislative 

measures (Ulkoasiainministeriö 2015b).  

As a result the Russian economy is scolded by weak Russian ruble and low 

price of oil, but analytics believe the problem is much worse that it seems. It 

does not seem to worry Russia as much as it should (Talouselämä 2015).  

According to the authors, Russia seems to take sanctions as an opportunity to 

regain domestic market and to start producing most of the goods by them-

selves. It does not want to be dependent on the EU or USA forgetting that it 

would take probably ten years for starts even to get started. However, Russia 

has decided to follow through its decision, so that is why e.g. thousands of tons 

of perfectly good food is destroyed every day. 

The European Union has not set any sanctions or regulations that might directly 

affect timber trade. However, Russia on the other hand has threatened the EU 

with timber trade sanctions. For the Finnish forest industry it would mean major 

loss in income, because Finland imports 80 per cent of wood from Russia. More 

than half of it is birch pulpwood, which is not offered enough in the domestic 

market. According to Professor Pekka Sutela from the Lappeenranta University 

of Technology, Russia would not benefit from these sanctions. It would be sheer 

harassment, because this trick would only show that Russia is angry to the EU. 

(Etelä-Saimaa 2015.) 

3 Clearance and import procedures 

According to Finnish Customs there are three different methods of implement-

ing the declaration: Katso Identification System, Single Administration Docu-

ment and Electronic Data Interchange.  

 

3.1 Katso Identification System 

The customs declaration can be done by filling out an application form online on 

Customs’ website. In order to do that, one (a company) must have a login for 

the Katso Identification System. After verification a person is able to immediate-
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ly pay the invoice using online banks and once the tax has been paid the pack-

age will be sent to the receiver. In case there is a freight service involved, one 

will receive a bill of delivery and can reclaim the goods from the cargo terminal 

at the Customs.  

 

The Katso Identification System is a tool provided by Tax Administration (Vero-

hallinto) for businesses so that they can identify themselves to different elec-

tronic services of authorities. It can also be used by different kinds of unions, 

public sector (e.g. local municipalities) and estates. The service is free of 

charge.  

 

The Katso service allows to manage a company’s identification for both internal 

and external corporate authorizations. Sub-IDs can also be created for employ-

ees or family members etc. Furthermore, one can grant and receive authoriza-

tions to conduct business on behalf of a company. In addition, the authorization 

can be given to another organization.  

 

The person who has a right by the trade register to act on behalf of the compa-

ny can get access to the system. This person also has the authority to sign and 

create the sub-IDs for other employees. However, enterprisers and agricultur-

ists do not have to belong to the trade register in order to get a Katso ID. 

 

Katso Identification System can be viewed at yritys.tunnistus.fi 

 

 The picture of the front page of Katso can be found below (Picture 4).  

 

 

https://yritys.tunnistus.fi/
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Picture 4. The front page of Katso Identification System (Katso 2015) 

 

3.2 Single Administrative Document (SAD) 

Another way of clearance can be done by filling out a Single Administrative 

Document (SAD) certificate. The document is sent to the Customs office that is 

located nearest to the goods that are to be delivered. All necessary attachments 

such as the invoice must be sent with this document. The Single Administrative 

Document applications are also available online on the Customs website but 

must be printed on a self-copy paper. (Tulli 2008.) 
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3.3 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

Finally, the third option is to declare by using an electronic EDI dispatch – but 

only on the Customs’ permission. The notification is sent to the Customs in 

electronic form. The EDI document virtually carries the same information as the 

SAD document. (Tulli 2015.) 

 

3.4 Simplified import procedures (Customs Simplifications) 

Moreover, there are three simplified import procedures: Local Clearance Proce-

dure (LCP), Simplified Declaration Procedure and Single Authorisation for Sim-

plified Procedures (SASP). 

3.4.1 Local Clearance Procedure (LCP) 

Local Clearance Procedure is a simplified notification procedure that requires 

permission granted by Customs’ authorization center. The permission can be 

licensed to A-, C-, D- and E-types of customs storages of which type C is most 

common. The applicant must fulfil certain AEOC criteria in order to gain this 

permission. The AEOC is used in customs simplification procedures. Additional-

ly, as part of the application process, the applicant must fill out an extensive 

self-evaluation questionnaire. Based on these documents the Customs starts an 

evaluation process in a company and after that company’s procedures must 

correlate with the requirements of the permission. (Logistiikan maailma 2015.) 

In LCP the goods can be set into the clearance procedure by registering them 

to the bookkeeping without having to show any notification to the Customs. It is 

commonly used when goods arrive to the authorized consignee as a transit pro-

cedure or as a transfer to the storage. The storage keeper is responsible for the 

LCP bookkeeping. (Logistiikan maailma 2015.) 

The Customs has a right to ask for an advance notification from the LCP appli-

cant before the goods arrive to the storage. However, in Finland most of the 

operators are freed from this advance notification. If the advance notification is 

required, the Customs sends more specific requirements about this. (Logistiikan 

maailma 2015.) 
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3.4.2 Simplified Declaration Procedure 

One of the procedures is to do a periodic clearance which means that at the 

beginning of the process an incomplete notice is given and filled out, the lots 

are given during a certain period with a document (usually the waybill). After the 

period a complete notice is given with all the necessary notes about all the lots 

that have been imported during that time. If clearance is needed, the time peri-

od is one week whereas if only value added tax is needed, the time period is 

one month.  

Another way of doing simplified declaration procedures is by a two-phase noti-

fication. The goods going to the procedure are presented to Customs by filling 

out an incomplete notice. All of the required information does not have to be 

included at this point since the complementary information is given during the 

specific time limit. If one uses this kind of procedure regularly, permission is re-

quired. (Tulli 2015) 

 

3.4.3 Single Authorization for Simplified Procedures (SASP) 

Lastly, one alternative way is to use Single Authorization for Simplified Pro-

cedures (SASP). According to the European Commission, the SASP is defined 

as follows: “A Single Authorization for a simplified procedure allows economic 

operators to use the local clearance procedure or the simplified declaration pro-

cedure in the Member State where he is established in order to perform the cus-

toms formalities relating to his imports/exports wherever they occur in the 

Community. A transfer of the goods to the authorized location is possible; sub-

sequently a periodic supplementary declaration must be lodged.” (European 

Commission, 2015.) 
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3.5 The cost of importing 

The taxes included in importing are usually tariff and value added tax (VAT). 

When importing goods from non-EU countries, a special so-called ‘third country’ 

tariff is imposed on them unless they have tariff quotas, special benefits or tariff 

suspensions that lower or abolish the tariffs altogether. (Tulli 2015.) 

3.6 Value-added taxation (VAT) on importation from non-EU countries 

When goods are imported to Finland from outside the EU customs and/or the 

value-added tax area, they are being monitored by the Finnish Customs (Tulli). 

The tax liability on the imported goods is on the declarant or the person who 

makes the customs declaration or on whose behalf the customs declarations is 

made. Moreover, a taxpayer is also the person who is responsible for being a 

declarant when the goods are being imported into the community tax territory. In 

addition, according to the Custom codex articles 201-208 and 206-208, such 

person is liable to pay the tax. (Tulli 2015) 

3.7 Customs clearance and certification in Russia 

Exporting goods to Russia involves a total of about ten different documents, 

many of which are requested already at the border station. Russia has set a 

target to reduce significantly the number of foreign trade documents that are 

required and move towards electronic data processing. The strategic objective 

is that by 2018 such documents should be less than half the current level. 

The most common documents required for customs clearance are the sales 

contract, invoice, packing list, bill of lading, certificate of origin, as well as the 

Russian customs clearance given to related announcements, the latest of which 

is the so-called prior notification. In addition, for each product may be asked, for 

example, certificates of conformity, compliance assurance, product registration 

certificate or the required product safety related documents in the Russian mar-

ket.  
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The certification is proof that the product conforms to its requirements. The re-

quirement for certification applies to both Russian-manufactured products and 

those of foreign origin. (SVKK 2015b.) 

 

3.8 Import of timber from non-EU countries  

Timber from non-EU countries may be imported to Finland. It however has to 

meet the requirements of the import timber. Those requirements depend on the 

species of wood, type of timber and their origin. The imported consignments 

must not have any dangerous plant diseases or pests. 

 

Evira is a Finnish Food Safety Authority that aims to ensure the safety and qual-

ity of food, plants and animal health through research and monitoring. Threats 

to food safety, as well as animal and plant health, are being prevented in ad-

vance. Evira started operations on May 1, 2006. The agency was merged from 

four different ministries and agencies: Forestry Ministry's administrative sector 

of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Agency, the National Veterinary and 

Food Research Institute and the Plant Production Inspection Centre. Evira op-

erates under the Finnish government and several ministries. (Evira 2015.)  

 

The shipments are document-inspected at the customs, and while some of 

them undergo physical plant health control it is only used if deemed necessary 

by the Customs. The examination is performed by Evira or the plant inspector of 

ELY (Center for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment) at the 

point of destination. When transporting the shipment to the destination it must 

be in compliance with the regulations by Evira and the Customs. 

 

Physical plant inspection is carried out for all of the coniferous wood imported 

from the Asian-side of Russia as well as all larch shipments. 3% of European-

side area shipments with species other than larch is being referred to a physical 

examination. The check-controlled transmission may not be used until after go-

ing through the inspection or before any possible laboratory analyses are com-

pleted. Those inspections are being charged for by the Customs and include an 
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inspection fee for each imported good requiring a phytosanitary certificate re-

gardless of whether or not it is actually being inspected (Evira 2011). 

 

The import of timber consignments requiring a phytosanitary certificate is per-

mitted only at certain points of entry and they must be reported to the plant 

health inspector. Furthermore, the importer must be registered with Evira’s plant 

health register (Evira 2012). 

 

3.8.1 Phytosanitary certificate 

Based on EU Directive 2000/29/EC certain plants, plant products and other ob-

jects (European Commission 2015) entering the EU area require a phytosani-

tary certificate. Phytosanitary certificates of hardwood are specific to the tree 

species and region of origin (Evira 2012). The phytosanitary certificate between 

Russia and the EU came into effect in April 2005 (Päijät-Hämeen Venäjän 

kauppakilta 2005).  

 
A phytosanitary certificate is issued by the exporting country’s plant health au-

thorities. Its purpose is to ensure that the plants are inspected and clean of any 

dangerous plant diseases and pests. According to Evira, a certificate is manda-

tory when importing the following plants from outside EU to Finland: 

 
• All of the seedlings, cuttings and other propagating material 

• Potted Plants 

• Cut (certain plant species) 

• Seeds (some species of plants) 

• Wood of conifers (plank) 

• Leaf Wood (certain types) 

• Potatoes (mostly banned). (Evira 2010) 

 
 
In Russia the phytosanitary certificates can be obtained from a phytosanitary 

certificate center as well as a veterinary and phytosanitary company called 

Rossel’hoznadzor (LigaTest 2015). An example of such certificate is attached 

as Appendix 2 of the thesis. 
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3.9 Import and export of wooden packaging material 

There are certain regulations and standards that must be taken into serious 

consideration in regards to importing and exporting wooden package material. 

According to Evira: 

“Many pests harmful to forests and timber spread through wooden packaging 

material, as do plant diseases. For instance, the pine wood nematode (Bur-

saphelenchus xylophilus), a harmful pest that causes damage to forests, may 

spread via packaging material. 

 

FAO standard ISPM no.15, International Standard for Wooden Packaging Mate-

rial in International Trade, has been drawn up in order to prevent pests harmful 

to forests and timber from spreading. This standard specifies requirements ap-

plicable to wooden packaging material used in international trade. These re-

quirements must be observed both in imports and exports. 

 

Companies that manufacture wooden packaging material need a labelling right 

and identifying code granted by Evira, for entitlement to use a label in compli-

ance with the ISPM 15 standard on packaging material. 

 

The ISPM 15 standard for wooden packaging material in international trade, 

and on the labelling right concerning wooden packaging material.” (Evira 2013.) 

 
 

4 Codex and legislation 

The following text in this chapter has been translated by the authors of the the-

sis from the Finnish Customs codex and legislation into English and thus is not 

from any kind of official document, codex or legislation nor should it be treated 

as such.  
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4.1 Codex in general 

The European Parliament and European Union Council take into consideration 

the Treaty of European Community and especially articles 26, 95,133 and 135. 

Therefore they take into account the commission proposal, the statement of the 

European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) as well as obey the set pro-

cedure of the Treaty’s article 251.  

The community is based on the Customs Union. It is in the interest of economic 

operators and Customs administrations to compile the current Customs legisla-

tion into the Customs codex so that it would protect economic interest of all Eu-

ropean communities. 

It is expedient to include the justice framework into the codex of the customs 

legislation that partly concerns applying regulations of the trade of goods. 

Therefore, within European boarders goods are considered as goods of com-

munity and its taxation regulations. 

In order to prevent frauds and to facilitate the legal trade it is necessary to have 

quick and standard customs procedures and processes. It is suitable to simplify 

the customs regulations and electronic exchange of data of the operative envi-

ronment for Customs and trade. Furthermore, completing internal market, inter-

national trade and reducing the obstacles of international investments as well as 

the growing need to ensure safety of external borders of the community have 

brought Customs authority into the operative chain. Customs is in charge of su-

pervising international trade. The legislation has to reflect the current situation. 

The justice framework needs to be strengthened so that the custom’s transac-

tions in communication systems would be available for every member of the 

union. This kind of information and communication technique in use must in-

clude identical and standard applications in the union countries, therefore en-

suring equal customs control within the community and having a non-

competitive environment in the arrival and exit points.  

To facilitate the trade as well as to confirm the imported and exported goods 

have the adequate level of inspection, it is advisable that the information is 
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transparent between the customs authorities. Taking this into consideration, the 

same information should be available also to the police, border guards, veteri-

narians and environmental authorities for their inspections.  

According to the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights, every person 

must be heard first before customs authorities make a final statement that could 

affect that person unfavorably. For the community, its citizens and trade part-

ners, in order to minimize possible risks, member states’ customs inspections 

should apply an equal risk management system. However, this system should 

not prevent random inspections. In other words, Customs should not blindly rely 

on the risk management system. (Tullin käsikirja – Koodeksi; johdanto 2008, pp. 

1-2) 

 

4.2 Goods brought into the Customs’ territory 

According to article 87 of the codex, a customer is obligated to fill out a declara-

tion of entry:  

1. As mentioned, a declaration of entry is required, unless it has to do with 

temporary transportation or transportation that transports goods that only 

pass through without staying in the territory. 

 

2. Unless it is otherwise stated in the customs’ legislation, the declaration of 

entry must be sent to a competent customs office before the goods are 

brought into the customs’ territory. The customs’ authorities can accept 

another kind of notice and entry into the electronic system that will have 

access to the information in question.  

 

According to article 88: 

1. The declaration of entry must be filled out by using the electronic data 

processing device (AREX). 
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Commercial, harbor or transportation information can be used if they in-

clude the required information in the declaration of entry. 

 

2. A person who brings goods or is responsible of transportation into the 

customs’ territory is obligated to fill out the declaration of entry. 

 

3. The person mentioned in point two is responsible for declaring but may 

have an authorized representative who takes care of the aforementioned 

tasks on his/her behalf. The representative can be: 

 

a) Importer, receiver or someone on whose behalf the person in point 

two is working for. 

b) Anyone who is able to claim the goods in question or deliver them to 

a competent customs authority. (Tullin käsikirja - Tullikoodeksi 2008, 

pp. 28-29.) 

 

4.3 The EU vs. Finnish regulations 

The European Union and its member states’ separation of power is a basic 

principle, so-called principle of conferral of powers, which means that in certain 

areas the member states have given decision-making power to the EU. Accord-

ing to this principle the EU can act only on those issues that have verified trea-

ties. Everything else belongs to member states and therefore the EU’s compe-

tence is limited. 

The European Union’s power varies greatly on industries. For example, as for 

the agricultural policy the EU has a very extensive competence whereas health 

policy competence is more limited.  

The European Union’s authorities are classified into three main categories: ex-

clusive competence, shared competence with member states and member 

states’ complementary competence (Eurooppatiedotus 2015). 
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4.4 Regulations, directives and decisions 

Regulations are binding decrees to which all the elements must be applied with-

in the entire EU. Directives are legal statutes that set out the objectives all the 

EU countries must strive for. However, individual countries can decide them-

selves how it happens in practice. Decisions are binding for those whom they 

are addressed to and applied directly, for example a single EU country or com-

pany. (Europa.eu 2015.) 

5 Results 

The research was implemented by a questionnaire that was handed to twelve 

employees of Nuijamaa Customs. Six of the target group were managers and 

the other six were regular desk workers.  

In regards to the outcome, seven out of twelve responses were received. This 

means that the response percentage was 58.33%. The main purpose was to 

focus on qualitative research, which is why the target group was not very big.  

The questionnaire included 11 questions of which four were general questions 

about age, gender, work position and how many years the respondents have 

been working at Finnish Customs. The second part included more specific 

questions about the handling process and such.  

5.1 General questions 

Analyzing the questionnaire it was learned that out of the seven respondents six 

were men (85.7%) and one was a woman (14.3%). The average age of the re-

spondents was 39.28 years and the average number of work years in the Finn-

ish Customs was 12.71. Five of the target group workers were managers and 

two regular desk workers.  

In the selection process it was decided upon choosing both long-term and new-

er workers in order to have a wider perspective about the topic and questions. 

Long-term workers have generally more experience and knowledge than the 
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new workers while the new workers may not have that much comparable infor-

mation. 

5.2 Specific questions 

In this chapter the questions will be presented individually in order to analyze 

them in a more specific and clear manner. Each question will be written down 

and the research findings are analyzed below it.  

Question: Is the handling process of raw wood imports difficult? 

One of the respondents answered yes to this question and another left it unan-

swered. The rest thought the handling process of raw wood was not difficult.  

The respondent who answered yes has been working at the Finnish Customs 

for three years which could mean that the process is more complex for new 

workers who do not have more experience and therefore knowledge. The pro-

cess itself may be relatively simple but there are many different customs proce-

dures that require years of experience and vast knowledge of basically every-

thing related to this process. Below is the answer of the said respondent. 

“It is difficult because there are so many ways how to declare wood. The period-

ic clearances are very simple but there is often confusion with other clearances. 

The driver usually has only the AREX and one has to guess if it is pre-

clearance, ELEX clearance, cash clearance or some other type of clearance.” 

Another response from a person who has more experience in this field (11 

years) says: “Principally it is already a simplified procedure where the clearance 

is made by consignment note.” 

Judging by the overall responses to this question, the handling process of raw 

wood imports appears to be not difficult.  

Question: In what way did Russia joining the WTO in 2012 change the handling 

process? Or did it change at all? 

Overall, according to the respondents, it did not change the process at all but it 

did give more options for customers, e.g. lower customer fees in Russia.  
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The reason for this particular question being included in the questionnaire was 

because Russia joining the WTO in 2012 should have made at least a partial 

change in the process. It was supposed to make the process simpler and easier 

but judging by the response to the question, it remained the same. 

Question: Have new instructions been made while you have been working at 

the Customs? If yes, what kind of instructions? 

All the respondents agreed that there have been new instructions. However, all 

of them gave different opinions and approaches to the question, some even 

from a humoristic point of view. All the answers are written below separately. 

“AREX got simplified at some point. It might have been seven clicks less than 

before in the process.” (Authors note: ‘clicks’ as in clicks in the computer key-

board) 

“Diary and archive notes left out in periodic clearances have eased and fas-

tened the process.” 

“Generally speaking, licenses and import requirements have increased.” 

“The clearance process in itself has remained the same, but since 2010 all 

goods imported to EU have to be given a security notification that slows down 

the handling process considerably.” 

“The majority of raw wood handling is made periodically but cash clearance 

one-time consignments are moved to electronic form and concrete cash flow is 

no longer needed.” 

“Archiving has been reduced. For importing goods, electronic summary declara-

tion is a new procedure. It has to be given for every commercial goods even in 

periodic clearance so that it can be allowed to enter the free zone.” 

Overall, it seems as though the movement to electronic form has simplified the 

procedures as well as fastened the whole process. Conversely, there have also 

been changes that have slowed down the handling process.  
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Question: Does the document handling process burden the Customs’ personnel 

if/when new instructions are given? In what way? 

All respondents agreed that it does not burden the personnel but new instruc-

tions are often misleading and it takes a while to internalize them. This implies 

that the new instructions should come with more explanation and perhaps more 

training is needed in order for the personnel to learn those instructions and thus 

fasten the processes.  

Question: How would you as a Customs employee develop the raw wood im-

porting process so that both the employee and customer would benefit from it? 

Almost all of the respondents thought that there is something to develop. 

“I would pursue to join different systems together because nowadays there are 

only problems with all the systems not working in sync and correlating each 

other.” 

“There should be a barcode for AREX and for periodic consignment note.” 

“The current system works well enough.” 

“The current systems works well enough. It has been in use for a very long time 

for the Customs and clients and it has served well.” 

“In periodic clearance it would be good if customers filled the AREX forms 

themselves with their own usernames instead of the Customs filling it out for 

them. Import raw wood inspections could be more flexible. Evira’s transfer doc-

uments could be left out because in the clearance process we already print out 

transfer documents.”  

 

5.3 Conclusion on the Research 

Overall, the respondents gave different types of answers with different points of 

view. The experience field was long-scale and that made it very interesting to 
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see how varying results were. Nevertheless, it would have been much compre-

hensive if the entire sample group had participated in the questionnaire.  

The authors think it was also interesting to see that one of the shift managers 

does not have any idea about the importing procedures in general. One would 

think that people in that kind of position would have a better knowledge about 

everything.  

Clearly this questionnaire was necessary because there is room for develop-

ment at least on some level. On the other hand it can be seen that clearance 

procedures that have been used for many, many years are still practical. It is 

more difficult to say exactly how the procedures could be changed in practice 

because something that has existed such a long time is not easy to modify. Fur-

thermore the changes must be improved on many levels in order to correlate 

with other procedures and actually work. 

Additionally, according to the research, the Finnish Customs’ common rules 

seem to be efficient enough at the moment so that changing or developing them 

is not an important issue right now. It would require action not only from the Nui-

jamaa Customs but also every Customs in Finland and be in accordance with 

the legislation and directives.  

 

The research done for this thesis is not all-encompassing and perhaps could be 

revisited in the future in order to see how the situation has evolved or has it at 

all. It would be interesting to see it in two or even one year from now.  
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6 Conclusion 

Overall, this topic is highly important and current which is why the situation is 

constantly changing and bringing new perspectives as well as divides opinions. 

It would seem that Russia joining the WTO should have made more of an im-

pact on the importing of raw wood to Finland and made the process at least 

slightly easier. However, it looks like this has not fully been accomplished due to 

the response from Russia making it still somewhat complicated like it has been 

in the past. Russia wants to increase its own independency whereas Finland 

(and the EU) wants to make the import/export principles simpler and consistent.  

 

As a summary of this project, it can be said that it is not possible to change or 

develop the Customs’ common rules in the near future because of the overall 

unstable economic situation in Ukraine –  the political war is heavier than in the 

last decade or so. It is obvious that Russia as a country is trying to protect itself 

from the EU and USA, understanding that they have the major market for inter-

national companies. For example, threatening to leave from the WTO according 

to the latest news is an example of this. Russian political party leader Sergei 

Mironov has announced his desire for Russia to leave because it has not been 

beneficial for them, only for international companies that do not pay customs 

duties. Many Russian politicians have the same opinion on this subject.  

 

According to Professor Pekka Sutela from the Lappeenranta University of 

Technology, the sanctions the EU has imposed on Russia have not had any 

kind of impact on the Russian economy, but as it has been mentioned earlier in 

the thesis, the ruble exchange rate has only had on impact on regular citizens.  

 

It has now been in the latest news that Russia is starting to impose a road toll 

for heavy vehicles on November 15, 2015. Now the price is two cents per kilo-

metre, but in the future it will be increased. The vehicles will be closely inspect-

ed with a satellite system.  

 

Based on all the reasons above, it can be said that the development of the Cus-

toms’ common rules is non-applicable in the near future. It might effect on the 
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Finnish imports and also importing raw wood is highly questionable due to the 

fact that Russia does not want to export raw wood, but for it to stay within Rus-

sian borders. It is unpredictable how Russia will behave in the raw wood exports 

in the future because, as it has been said, Russia wants investors to invest in 

Russian production. It will be interesting to see how the situation develops from 

now on.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Questionnaire 

DEAR PARTICIPANT 

We are studying at Saimaa University of Applied Sciences in the International 

Business study program (Bachelor of Business Administration degree). We are 

currently writing thesis on the topic of examining Russian raw wood importing 

from the officers’ perspective at Nuijamaa Customs. Based on the findings on 

the following questionnaire, we can possibly develop the handling process of 

import documents accordingly. 

The thesis will be carried out as a questionnaire that we kindly invite you to par-

ticipate in. Participation means filling out the questionnaire form and returning it 

on time. It is completely voluntary and confidential and executed anonymously. 

However, we wish that you will take part in it as it would help us tremendously 

with our thesis.  

The appropriate authorization on conducting the research has been obtained. 

The questionnaire should be answered no later than March 30, 2015. We ask 

you to return it to Julia Scharin’s mail box in the attached envelope.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Julia Scharin and Katariina Lanki 
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Questionnaire 

 

SATISFACTION OF NUIJAMAA CUSTOMS’ PERSONNEL ON THE HAN-

DLING PROCESS OF RUSSIAN RAW WOOD IMPORTS 

 

First, a few background questions. Tick the correct alternative or write down the 

answer. 

 

1. Age ___ 

2. Gender  Female  Male 

3. Your work position at the Customs ______________ 

4. How many years have you been working at the Customs? ___ years 

 

Next, more specific questions. 

 

5. Is the handling process of raw wood imports difficult? 

Yes  No   

 

6. If yes, why? How could it be developed? 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

 

7. In what way did Russia joining the WTO in 2012 change the handling 

process? Or did it change at all? 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Have new instructions been made while you have been working at the 

Customs? If yes, what kind of instructions? 

Kyllä  Ei  

 

 

9. If you answered yes to the previous question, in what way has it changed 

with new instructions? Has it been easier or more difficult? 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

 

10.  Does the document handling process burden the Customs’ personnel 

if/when new instructions are given? In what way? 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

 

11.  How would you as a Customs employee develop the raw wood import-

ing process so that both the employee and customer would benefit from 

it? 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for your participation! 
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Appendix 2. An example of a phytosanitary certificate 
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Appendix 3. Examples of documents required for LCP. 
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